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Build Scalable And Effective
Tracking Solution 

Designing and implementing tracking solutions
can help you take a deeper look into your
business operations and innovate services. The
tracking solution can integrate all the different
planes of your business and highlight the cost,
structure and prospects of consistent
improvement to sustain in the market. The data
recorded in these solutions can be easily
managed and tracked from their creation to
omission. The primary objective of employing
Azure IoT in data analytics is to capture data
from every credible source available to a
company and then relay it in real-time to the
warehouse. 

Build an effective tracking
system with Microsoft tools
and Azure at the core of it to
gain access to data from
anywhere and at any time. 
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Once you can ascertain that the information
stored in your central warehouse is reliable and
of high-quality, they can be aggregated in and
shared through Microsoft Power BI dashboards.
This is the gateway of delivering quick, real-
time updates and tracking and managing data
remotely. With rich visualizations of actionable
insights, performances of services can be
tracked from anywhere and at any time to
incorporate the necessary changes.
Additionally, when new leads are captured,
businesses can personalize their services
without putting any extra burden on the team.
After the leads are successfully transformed
into profitable deals, Azure IoT can
automatically point out the factors that led to
their closing and record them for future use. 

Insights Can Be Shared Through
Customized Dashboards 
Share data across all the
departments in your
organization through
customized Microsoft Power
BI dashboards to enable
remote management. 
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Get Leads On-Board Seamlessly 
Onboarding new customers quickly through a
clear and uncluttered path and enabling
accurate, yet reasoning pricing with Azure IoT is
much easier when compared with the other
solutions. The new pricings offered by this
platform after thoroughly aligning the
company’s budget and current processes with
its goals can break down the existing barriers of
scale. The new and simplified pricing model can
be useful in leveraging the capabilities of Azure
IoT the way they should be. Organization can
pin their hopes on Azure as the perfect IoT
platform for supporting end-to-end business
scaling – starting from the deployment of
digital solutions to their management,
monitoring and retirement. 

Building a solution on the
IoT platform ensures that
even if your company rolls
out numerous new
campaigns every day, it
wouldn’t affect the scale,
cost-effectiveness and speed
of your business operations. 
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Achieve operational
excellence across your
processes. Use IoT to

monitor the integrity of your
equipment to avoid critical

and costly downtime.

Improve the efficiency of
your equipment, anticipate

outages and ensure
production uptime, while

reducing the costs by
optimizing production.

Build confidence by letting
your employees and

customers know that you’re
focused on their health and
safety as you resume onsite

operations with safer
workspaces.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/safer-workplaces-iot/


Get Equipped With the Latest
Information 

The data collected through Azure IoT solution
can provide your company with a deeper
understanding of the market campaigns in real-
time and effective assessment of their results to
apply the key takeaways in your future
campaigns and maximize ROI. The insights
derived from the campaigns can help you
effectively manage purchases and inventory,
prevent overproduction and reduce the overall
costs and wastes. Furthermore, with the
valuable insights derived from projects,
organizations can design a narrative that will
increase their value and create an ever-lasting
impact amongst the target audience. 

Use the lifecycle of data on
Microsoft dashboards to
understand how your
campaigns are faring and if
their results are helpful in
maximizing business ROI. 
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PARTNER 
Applications | Automation | Analytics 

Tech Falcon LLC is a digital transformation partner for enterprises
as they embark on their digital transformation journey. We are
headquartered in Dubai. We help clients in manufacturing,
projects, distribution, public sector, real estate, and public sector to
achieve business and operational goals with business applications,
automation, and analytics services. 

Office No 125, 
Al Ferdous 4, 
Al Wasl Road, Dubai. 

Phone: +971 45 965 555
Email: info@techfalcon.ae
Website: https://techfalcon.ae

Contact us:

Connect with us:

linkedin.com/company/tech-falcon-dubai

facebook.com/techfalcondubai

https://twitter.com/techfalcondub


